ALTERNATIVE PLAY – ONE OF EACH
Follow the directions inside, but each player tries to fill his or her plate with one patty of each topping (1 ketchup, 1 mustard, 1 cheese, 1 pickle).

2 PLAYER OPTION – DOUBLE BURGERS!
Each player chooses two toppings and races to make a double burger, following the instructions above (i.e., 4 double hamburgers, each with cheese and ketchup). Whoever makes two double burgers first wins!
1. Set the table with a plate and spatula for every player—note the topping on your plate!

2. Place all the buns and burger patties on the grill, face down.

3. Grab your spatulas and race to flip and find the burger patties with the toppings that match your plate.

4. Once you find all your burger patties, race to top them with a bun. Be the first to fill your plate with matching burgers—and buns on top—and you win!

WINNER!